**Core tip:** With a meta-analysis of newly published liver biopsy-derived transcriptome datasets we identified multiple key genes and pathways in common and mutually exclusive in alcoholic liver disease (ALD) and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). We provide a compendium of comparative regulation for all KEGG pathways in both diseases and propose a list of biomarkers distinguishing both diseases. One surprising finding was that cholesterol metabolism was up-regulated in NAFLD and down-regulated in ALD although leading to the same steatosis phenotype which might be explained by an insufficient conversion rate to bile acids under both conditions.

INTRODUCTION
============

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and alcoholic liver disease (ALD) have nearly identical symptoms and in the first report non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) was described as histologically mimicking alcoholic hepatitis\[[@B1]\]. While the cause of ALD is excessive alcohol, the cause of NAFLD is excessive fat resulting from an imbalance between diet and physical activity often associated with insulin resistance and obesity.

We are working on the hypothesis that alcohol is metabolized to fat and beyond this pathway both diseases share a common phenotype. Therefore we place special emphasis on alcohol metabolism which naturally plays a crucial role in ALD. Associations of variants in alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenases with alcoholism have already been proposed\[[@B2]\]. Most variants protective against alcoholism result in a higher acetaldehyde level either by accelerating alcohol dehydrogenase (most common variants in *ADH1B*) metabolizing alcohol to acetaldehyde or by reducing aldehyde dehydrogenase (most common variants in *ALDH2*) metabolizing acetaldehyde to acetic acid. Acetaldehyde is a carcinogen and causes severe reactions such as flushing, accelerated heart rate and nausea. These severe reactions will impose on most carriers of these variants to abstain from alcohol and thus reduce their risk of becoming alcohol addicts. Furthermore, it has been reported that aldehyde dehydrogenases are down-regulated in alcoholics\[[@B3]\] or animals continually exposed to alcohol had lower ethanol elimination rates\[[@B4]\]. However, this is a matter of debate as no significant down-regulation of aldehyde dehydrogenases was reported by Vidal et al\[[@B5]\] but instead a down-regulation in cirrhotic livers independent of alcoholism. Acetic acid - the product of ethanol metabolism, can be further metabolized by acyl-CoA synthetases (ACSS1 and ACSS2) to acetyl-CoA, the substrate for fatty acid synthesis\[[@B6]\]. The expression and activity of Acyl-CoA synthetases in turn are controlled by the sterol regulatory element-binding protein which has been reported to be activated by ethanol\[[@B7]\].

The progression of NAFLD from mild steatosis up to severe NASH or from ALD to alcoholic hepatitis varies widely between individual patients. Oxidative stress and dysregulation of cytokines as a basis for inflammation appear to foster progression to NASH\[[@B8]\] as well as alcoholic hepatitis (AH)\[[@B9]\]. A two-hit progression from simple steatosis to steatohepatitis and fibrosis has been proposed\[[@B10]\], and suggests that after fat accumulation in the liver, lipids are peroxidized by oxidative stress induced by factors such as CYP2E1. The microsomal enzyme CYP2E1 metabolizes ethanol to acetaldehyde under conditions of alcohol dehydrogenase overload and generates oxidative stress as a by-product, however fatty acids also can be a substrate of CYP2E1\[[@B9]\].

Recently the role of the gut has attracted attention. Under alcoholic or high-fat conditions lipopolysaccharides can pass the border of the intestine to the portal vein and circulate to the liver where they trigger inflammation in ALD\[[@B11]\] and in NAFLD\[[@B12]\].

Some studies have already compared ALD and NAFLD\[[@B13]\], *e.g*., Wilfred de Alwis and Day\[[@B14]\] compared the genetics of both diseases addressing the question why only a small percentage of heavy drinkers and obese people progress from steatosis to severe liver disease. Here, we provide an analytical comparison of transcriptomic and metabolic processes involved in the progression of ALD and NAFLD. Employing transcriptome data derived from patient liver biopsies retrieved from several public repositories we performed a meta-analysis and report a signature of biomarkers distinguishing AH from NASH samples. Furthermore, we found predominating commonalities between both diseases at the level of biological pathways thus implying a large mechanistic similarity between both diseases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Transcriptome data analysis
---------------------------

Datasets of microarray gene expression data from liver biopsies were downloaded from the public repositories at NCBI GEO and EBI Array-Express. The compendium consisted of the ALD datasets GSE28619\[[@B15]\] and E-MTAB-2664\[[@B16]\] and the NAFLD datasets GSE61260\[[@B17]\], GSE59045\[[@B18]\], GSE48452\[[@B19]\] and GSE46300\[[@B12]\]. Illumina data was processed *via* R/Bioconductor\[[@B20]\] and packages lumi\[[@B21]\], limma\[[@B22]\] and qvalue\[[@B23]\]. Background-corrected log2-transformed data was normalized *via* quantile normalization from the lumi package. Affymetrix data was processed *via* R/Bioconductor and packages affy\[[@B24]\], limma, qvalue employing the *rma* normalization method.

Measurements from the multiple platforms were brought together in terms of mean ratios between ALD cases and controls and between NAFLD cases and controls. As controls, healthy liver biopsies or liver biopsies with a low grade of fat accumulation were used. For details we refer to the methods sections of the publications associated with the employed datasets\[[@B12],[@B15]-[@B19]\]. Heterogeneity of the datasets was assessed *via* the meta-analysis R package metafor\[[@B25]\] generating forest and funnel plots (supplementary Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and B). The ratios were transformed to a log2 scale and normalized *via* quantile normalization. The results were again assessed with forest and funnel plots (supplementary Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and D).

![A gene signature distinquishes alcoholic liver disease from non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. A: The heatmap shows a cluster analysis of logarithmic ratios of gene expression data from ALD liver biopsies *vs* control (blue bar) and NAFLD liver biopsies *vs* control (red bar); B: The table shows the 20 most up-regulated and 20 most-down-regulated genes from the signature indicating their log2-ratios and their *P*- and *Q*-values for the comparison ALD *vs* NAFLD. The full list of these genes can be found in Supplementary Table 2. ALD: Alcoholic liver disease; NAFLD: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.](WJH-9-443-g001){#F1}

Pathway analysis
----------------

In order to disentangle commonalities and differences between ALD and NAFLD, KEGG pathways\[[@B26]\] were analysed with respect to common pathways, up- and down-regulation and discordant up- and down-regulation. The ratios between ALD and control and NAFLD and control were employed to count the numbers of up- and down-regulated genes for each pathway. A pathway was considered up-regulated when it contained more up- than down-regulated genes. Genes with a ratio \> t were termed up-regulated and genes with a ratio \< 1/t were termed down-regulated. The threshold t was determined at the 95-quantile of the mean ratios between ALD and NAFLD *vs* control and was set accordingly to t = 4/5. Up- and down-regulation of a pathway was determined *via* the ratio of numbers of up-and down-regulated genes and *via* a binomial test assuming an equal probability of *P* = 0.5 for a gene to be up- or down-regulated.

Math [1](#M1){ref-type="fig"}
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Here, n~up,pw,case~ and n~down,pw,case~ are the numbers of up- and down-regulated genes in a pathway *pw*, g~pw~ are the gene symbols associated with a pathway, x~g,case~ is the gene expression value in a case which can be *ALD* or *NAFLD*, x~g,control~ is the gene expression value in the control case, r~pw,case~ is the ratio indicating up-regulation (r~pw,case~ \> 1) or down-regulation (r~pw,case~ \< 1) of pathway *pw*. Significance of up- or down-regulation of a pathway is assessed *via* the Binomial test with the Null hypothesis H~0~:p ≤ p~0~ and the test statistic B(p~0~, n~pw,case~). Because of assumed equal distribution of up- and down-regulation the probability for the binomial distribution is set to p~0~ = 0.5.

Pathway charts of KEGG pathways indicating up- and down-regulation of genes in ALD and NAFLD were generated *via* the R/Bioconductor package pathview\[[@B27]\].

RESULTS
=======

A gene signature distinquishes ALD from NAFLD
---------------------------------------------

The differences between ALD and NAFLD at the transcriptome level could be condensed to a signature of 187 genes which are differentially expressed between both conditions with a *P*-value \< 0.01 from the limma test and a ratio \> 3/2 or a ratio \< 2/3. The heatmap in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a cluster analysis of this signature of gene expression data from ALD liver biopsies (blue bar) and NAFLD liver biopsies (red bar). The table in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the 20 most up-regulated and 20 most-down-regulated genes from the signature indicating their log2-ratios and their *P*- and *Q*-values for the comparison ALD *vs* NAFLD. The most up-regulated gene between ALD and NAFLD was SPINK1. SPINK1 is secreted in the pancreatic juice to reversibly inhibit activated trypsin thus preventing pancreatic auto-digestion\[[@B28]\] and variants in this gene have been associated with pancreatitis\[[@B29]\]. Obesity and more prominent alcohol abuse are other causative factors for pancreatitis\[[@B28]\] which by its effects on insulin may contribute to liver disease. Lanthier et al\[[@B16]\] revealed the association of SPINK1 with inflammation and proliferation *via* correlation with the inflammatory macrophage marker CD68 and the cell cycle markers Cdk1 and CyclinB1. At the lower part of the table in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} two RGS (regulator of G-protein signalling) encoding genes, RGS1 and RGS2 are down-regulated in ALD but up-regulated in NAFLD. Nunn et al\[[@B30]\] reported reduced fat deposits, decreased serum lipids, and low Leptin levels in RGS2 deficient mice.

Genes regulated in common between ALD and NAFLD
-----------------------------------------------

Analysis of the common genes between ALD and NAFLD was subdivided into analysis of down- and up-regulated genes. Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that 104 genes are down-regulated in ALD and NAFLD (ratio \< 0.8) while 638 genes are exclusively down-regulated in ALD and 285 in NAFLD. Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that 97 genes are up-regulated in ALD and NAFLD (ratio \> 1.25) while 519 genes are exclusively up-regulated in ALD and 362 in NAFLD. There are more distinctly expressed than overlapping genes - in contrary to the KEGG pathways where most pathways overlap (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and F). Gene regulation was further restricted with a threshold for the limma test for differential expression of *P* \< 0.05. Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows a venn diagram of the four resulting sets of up/down-regulated genes in ALD and NAFLD. Here most genes are exclusively regulated but interestingly from the genes regulated in both diseases more genes are oppositely than commonly regulated: 61 genes are up-regulated in NAFLD but down-regulated in ALD and 12 are up-regulated in ALD and down-regulated in NAFLD while only 5 were commonly up and 6 commonly down-regulated. Supplementary Table 1 shows the corresponding gene sets. The genes up-regulated in NAFLD but down in ALD refer to major players in cholesterol processes such as *HMGCS1, HMGCR, SQLE, CYP7A1* and *LDLR*. This would confirm the involvement of cholesterol biological processes in the etiology of NAFLD as we previously reported\[[@B31]\] and which distinguish it from the etiology of ALD. The opposite regulation of cholesterol processes as down in ALD and up in NAFLD can also be observed in the corresponding KEGG pathways Steroid biosynthesis, Primary bile acid biosynthesis and Terpenoid backbone biosynthesis (Supplementary file 1, p22, 34 and 84). These findings are in line with reports of a 29% decrease in HMGCR and a 56% decrease in cholesterol 7α-hydroxylase alias CYP7A1 by Lakshmanan et al\[[@B32]\], they suggested that increased ethanol leads to a reduced rate of cholesterol degradation to bile acids and accumulation of cholesterol in the liver. We also found (Supplementary Table 2) a stronger down-regulation of *CYP7A1* (log2-ratio = -0.95) than of the upstream cholesterol genes *HMGCR* (log2-ratio = -0.429) and *SQLE* (log2-ratio = -0.33) in ALD while in NAFLD, *CYP7A1* (log2-ratio = 1.15) was weaker up-regulated than *HMGCR* (log2-ratio = 1.57) and *SQLE* (log2-ratio = 1.53). Thus although oppositely regulated in ALD and NAFLD in both diseases more cholesterol is produced than can be secreted by the bile *via* CYP7A1.

![Most biological pathways are regulated in the same direction in alcoholic liver disease and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease but a subset of metabolism-associated genes are oppositely regulated. A: Compares ALD and NAFLD in terms of down-regulated genes (ratio \< 0.8); B: In terms of up-regulated genes (ratio \> 1.25). There are more distinct than overlapping genes - in contrary to the KEGG pathways where most pathways overlap (E and F); C: Interestingly, when regulation is further restricted with a *P*-value \< 0.05 more genes are oppositely than commonly regulated - but most are exclusively regulated. Many of the oppositely regulated genes are associated with cholesterol processes, *e.g*., HMGCR, SQLE and CYP7A1, and are co-expressed with alcohol (ADH) and aldehyd dehydrogeneases (ALDH) as seen in the heatmap (ALD: Blue bar, NAFLD: Red bar) (D). A pathway is considered down-regulated (E) when it contains more down- than up-regulated genes as tested by the binomial test and the ratio, analogously up-regulated pathways are determined (F). The table of common down-regulated pathways includes metabolic, retinol, cytochrome and fatty acid degradation pathways, the up-regulated include ECM-receptor, lysosome and phagosome. ALD: Alcoholic liver disease; NAFLD: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.](WJH-9-443-g002){#F2}

Amongst the genes up-regulated in ALD but down in NAFLD are *TNFSF14* in line with the major role of TNF-alpha in ALD\[[@B11]\] and *SPINK1* which was described above in "a gene signature distinguishes ALD from NAFLD".

To further investigate the mechanisms by which ethanol induces these changes in cholesterol processes we analysed expression clusters of genes involved in ethanol and cholesterol related processes. The analysis revealed a cluster of genes down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD including among others the genes encoding for ALDH2, ADH1A, LDLR, SQLE, HMGCR, CYP7A1, CYP2E1 and FOXO1 (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). FOXO Transcription factors such as FOXO1, whose expression has been reported to be altered by ethanol\[[@B33]\] and may play a role in the regulation of several genes from this cluster. Interestingly, the heatmap (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) shows a much higher degree of co-regulation of *FOXO1* with the rate-limiting cholesterol synthesis enzymes *HMGCR* and *SQLE* than of *SREBF1* which is known as the main regulator of cholesterol\[[@B34]\].

The five genes up-regulated in common between ALD and NAFLD include two collagen encoding genes - *COL1A1* and *COL3A1*, thus demonstrating overlapping disease pathology in the development of fibrotic tissue. The six down-regulated genes in ALD and NAFLD include *HPRT1* which has been reported to be down-regulated in severe liver disease\[[@B35]\].

Pathway analysis
----------------

Most biological pathways are regulated in the same direction in ALD and NAFLD. A pathway is considered down-regulated (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) when it contains more down- than up-regulated genes as tested by the binomial test and the ratio is less than 1. Up-regulated pathways are determined accordingly (Figure [2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The table of common down-regulated pathways includes metabolic, retinol, cytochrome and fatty acid degradation pathways, the up-regulated pathways include ECM-receptor, lysosome and phagosome.

Common pathways down-regulated in ALD and NAFLD
-----------------------------------------------

Sixteen common pathways are down-regulated in ALD and NAFLD. A pathway with high relevance to both diseases is Fatty acid degradation which is down-regulated in ALD and NAFLD but more so in ALD. The KEGG graph in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows down-regulation (green) in nearly all genes for ALD (left part of the gene boxes) while for NAFLD (right part of the gene boxes) there are up-regulated genes such as *ACSL1* and *ACAT1* but more are down-regulated. Interestingly, in the alcohol metabolism at the bottom of the chart, genes are down-regulated in ALD. At the bottom of Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, alcohol metabolism is shown in a schematic view. In a more detailed view we examined the behaviour of the alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) encoding genes in the heatmap in Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and in the aldehyde dehydrogenase genes in Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. This resulted in a clear image for the ADHs which were down-regulated in ALD. The heatmap for the ALDHs (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) looked more complex showing consistently ALD-down-regulated ALDHs only in a cluster at the top including *ALDH2* while most genes were heterogeneously regulated between ALD and NAFLD.

![Fatty acid degradation is down-regulated in alcoholic liver disease and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease but more pronounced in alcoholic liver disease. A: The KEGG graph shows down-regulation (green) in nearly all genes for ALD (left part of the gene boxes) while for NAFLD (right part of the gene boxes) there are up-regulated genes such as ACSL1 and ACAT1 but more are down-regulated. Interestingly, in alcohol metabolism at the bottom of the chart, genes are down-regulated in ALD. Alcohol metabolism at the bottom of (A) is shown in detail in the alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) genes in the heatmap in (B) and in the aldehyde dehydrogenase genes in (C). ADHs are down-regulated in ALD while only dedicated ALDHs, *e.g*., ALDH2 are down-regulated in ALD. ALD: Alcoholic liver disease; NAFLD: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.](WJH-9-443-g003){#F3}

Common pathways up-regulated in ALD and NAFLD
---------------------------------------------

Few pathways (12) were up-regulated in ALD and NAFLD. One of these is ECM-receptor interaction (Supplementary file 1, p. 142). Up-regulation of this pathway might indicate the onset of fibrosis which is accompanied by excessive accumulation of extracellular matrix proteins including collagen\[[@B36]\]. Here, the involvement of the collagen *COL1A1* is shown.

Pathways oppositely regulated in ALD and NAFLD
----------------------------------------------

Of the oppositely regulated pathways, sixteen were down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD while only one was up-regulated in ALD and down in NAFLD (Supplementary Table 3). The Glycolysis pathway was down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD. The KEGG graph (Supplementary file 1, p. 11) shows more down- (green, *e.g*., *PGM1, ENO1*) than up-regulated (red, *e.g*., *PFKL*) genes for ALD (left part of gene boxes) while for NAFLD (right part of gene boxes) up-regulated genes predominate. Reduction of glycolysis by ethanol has been brought into context with consumption of oxygen for the alcohol metabolism and has been reported by several authors\[[@B37],[@B38]\]. Berry et al\[[@B38]\] reported that ethanol oxidation inhibits glycolysis in rat hepatocytes *via* competition of the reducing equivalents generated during ethanol oxidation with those arising in glycolysis for transfer to the mitochondria.

Pathway-based functional gene annotation
----------------------------------------

In "genes regulated in common between ALD and NAFLD" we described that after filtering genes with a *P*-value \< 0.05 for differential expression more genes were oppositely than concordantly regulated in ALD and NAFLD. This filtering revealed the interesting genes described above but was very restrictive due to the low number of replicates in the condensed ratios - the *P*-values were relatively high. However, the condensed ratios were themselves based on numerous replicates so we consider them as reliable. In a second approach, we filtered genes only by fold change 1.25 and checked on the pathway-level if there were significantly more up- or down-regulated genes based on the binomial test. With this method more genes were concordantly than oppositely regulated in ALD and NAFLD. Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the abundance of concordantly and oppositely regulated genes in KEGG pathways (for abundances \> 3). The most abundant MAP2K1 (MEK1) refers to the MAPK/RAS-signalling module acting in many KEGG-pathways. JUN which appears in 17 KEGG pathways and is down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD shows that there are mechanistic differences in molecular basis of these diseases. JUN which is directly connected to c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) was down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD. The up-regulation of JUN in NAFLD is in line with reports from Samuel et al\[[@B39]\] showing that activated PKC-ε and JNK can induce insulin resistance *via* impaired IRS1 and IRS2 tyrosine phosphorylation in rats fed with high fat diet.

![More genes are concordantly than oppositely regulated in alcoholic liver disease and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. The chart shows the abundance of concordantly and oppositely regulated genes in KEGG pathways (for abundances \> 3). The most abundant MAP2K1 (MEK1) refers to the MAPK/RAS-signalling module acting in many KEGG-pathways. JUN which is appearing in 17 KEGG pathways and is down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD shows that there are mechanistic differences in disease pathologies. ALD: Alcoholic liver disease; NAFLD: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.](WJH-9-443-g004){#F4}

Pluripotent stem cell-based models of ALD and NAFLD
---------------------------------------------------

We recently described a disease-in-a-dish model of steatosis\[[@B40]\]. Pluripotent stem cells, both human embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells were differentiated into hepatocyte-like cells and afterwards challenged with ethanol (E) and oleic acid. In order to test how close these models are to the modeled disease we applied our gene signature distinguishing ALD from NAFLD to gene expression data described in Graffmann et al\[[@B40]\]. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that our gene signature can clearly separate two clusters of the ALD and the NAFLD model in a heatmap generated from this gene expression dataset. Furthermore, relevant regulating or rate-limiting genes described above such as *CYP7A1, CYP2E1, HMGCS1, FOXO1* are down-regulated in the ALD-model and up-regulated in the NAFLD-model similar to the liver biopsy-derived dataset.

![The pluripotent stem cell models of alcoholic liver disease and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease reflect the characteristics of the biopsy-derived gene signature. The gene signature condensed from the meta-analysis of multiple ALD and NAFLD gene expression datasets was applied to the steatosis-model by (Graffmann et al\[[@B40]\]) where pluripotent-stem-cell-derived hepatocyte-like cells (HLCs) were challenged with ethanol (E) and oleic acid (OA). The cluster analysis shows a clear separation into the ethanol model (red bar) and the oleic acid model (blue bar). ALD: Alcoholic liver disease; NAFLD: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.](WJH-9-443-g005){#F5}

DISCUSSION
==========

In this comparative analysis of gene expression in ALD and NAFLD liver biopsies we unveiled many commonalities in pathways regulated in the same direction in both diseases. However, there were also pathways regulated in the opposite direction and maybe even more important, essential rate-limiting or regulating genes were adversely regulated. This adverse effect was unexpected as in our working hypothesis, we stated that alcohol is metabolized to fat and beyond this pathway both diseases share a common phenotype. It could hardly be brought together with the common phenotype that of the genes significantly dysregulated between ALD and NAFLD there were more genes regulated in the opposite than in the same direction. One major complex within the adversely regulated genes were cholesterol-related processes including the rate-limiting genes *HMGCR, SQLE, CYP7A1* and *LDLR*. These were down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD (each compared *vs* healthy control). However, we found in both cases that the gene encoding CYP7A1 - the enzyme responsible for cholesterol removal by catalysing the conversion of cholesterol to bile acids was regulated at a lower level than the genes encoding for the cholesterol synthesis determining enzymes *HMGCR* and *SQLE*. This would explain cholesterol accumulation in the liver because more cholesterol is produced than secreted into bile - regardless if the cholesterol processes are down-regulated in total (in ALD) or up-regulated (in NAFLD). Moreover, the strong down-regulation of *CYP7A1* in ALD might be a clue for the higher risk of cholestasis in ALD than in NAFLD\[[@B41]\]. Briefly, these findings emphasize the importance of cholesterol efflux from the liver *via* CYP7A1 and may suggest that the cause of the disease might be that the rate of cholesterol efflux is too low. Negative feedback loops down-regulating CYP7A1 by bile acids have already been described\[[@B42]\]: Bile acids can down-regulate CYP7A1 *via* (1) FXR and SHP; or (2) by interaction with liver macrophages (Kupffer cells) whose role in fibrosis has been established as they produce cytokines such as transforming growth factor beta leading to the transformation of stellate cells into myofibroblasts\[[@B43]\]. Furthermore, Kupffer cells secrete cytokines, *e.g*., tumor necrosis factor (TNFα) and interleukin (IL-1β) which in turn induce protein kinase, c-Jun N-terminal kinase and thus inhibit hepatocyte nuclear factor and consequently CYP7A1\[[@B44],[@B45]\]. This gives rise to the question if the lower CYP7A1 levels are a cause of steatosis or are a consequence of the profibrotic stage. Here, systems biology modelling of cholesterol fluxes in the liver including bile acids and regulatory mechanisms of CYP7A1 could be useful in determining under which condition efflux rates are too low.

Beside the differences in cholesterol processes we could also confirm effects which had been much disputed before such as the ethanol-mediated down-regulation of glycolysis and of alcohol and aldehyde dehydrogenases.

The common up-regulated pathways might provide synergies for research into ALD and NAFLD. We found similar mechanisms underlying the progression of both diseases and could identify the common up-regulated ECM-receptor interactions and also associated collagen encoding genes *COL1A1* and *COL3A1* which indicate development of fibrotic tissue.

Finally, we provide a comprehensive compendium displaying comparative regulation of all KEGG pathways in ALD *vs* NAFLD which may serve as an encyclopaedic tool to lookup regulation of dedicated pathways associated with ALD and NAFLD.

In the current study we performed a meta-analysis of gene expression data of liver-derived biopsies from ALD and NAFLD patients, and report a gene signature which clearly separates the transcriptomes of ALD and NAFLD derived liver biopsies. Furthermore, we uncovered predominating commonalities between both diseases at the level of biological pathways, *e.g*., common down-regulation of the Fatty acid degradation pathway and common up-regulation of the ECM-receptor interaction pathway which may explain common progression of both diseases by cytokines being exchanged between hepatocytes, Kupffer cells and stellate cells at the fibrosis stage. This is confirmed by the common expression of *COL1A1* and *COL3A1* which are associated with fibrotic tissue.

Interestingly, we found rate-limiting genes of cholesterol processes such as *HMGCR*, *SQLE* and *CYP7A1* adversely regulated (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) between ALD (down-regulated) and NAFLD (up-regulated). The fact that both diseases have the same phenotype may be due to a lower level of the enzyme CYP7A1 compared to the cholesterol synthesis enzymes HMGCR and SQLE. Thus, it will be interesting to further investigate CYP7A1-mediated cholesterol secretion into bile - possibly by systems biology modeling of cholesterol fluxes in the liver. For future therapy, drugs able to adjust CYP7A1 to levels amenable with cholesterol synthesized in or transported to the liver will be useful.

![Rate-limiting genes of cholesterol metabolism are down-regulated in alcoholic liver disease and up-regulated in non-alcoholic fatty liver disease. This schematic figure shows the log2-ratios of *HMGCR*, *SQLE* and *CYP7A1* indicating down-regulation in ALD (green) and up-regulation in NAFLD (red). There was stronger down-regulation of *CYP7A1* (log2-ratio = -0.95) than of the upstream cholesterol genes *HMGCR* (log2-ratio = -0.429) and *SQLE* (log2-ratio = -0.33) in ALD while in NAFLD, *CYP7A1* (log2-ratio = 1.15) was weaker up-regulated than *HMGCR* (log2-ratio = 1.57) and *SQLE* (log2-ratio = 1.53). The size of the arrows points to a disequilibrium between cholesterol production and secretion into the bile *via* CYP7A1 in both diseases despite the opposite regulation in ALD and NAFLD. ALD: Alcoholic liver disease; NAFLD: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.](WJH-9-443-g006){#F6}

COMMENTS
========

Background
----------

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and alcoholic liver disease (ALD) are highly prevalent liver diseases and in an increasing number of developed countries NAFLD is becoming the most common cause of liver disease. Although NAFLD and ALD have distinct etiologies the manifestation and the potential progression of both diseases to hepatitis, cirrhosis and cancer is similar.

Research frontiers
------------------

A two-hit hypothesis is the established explanation for disease progression to alcoholic hepatitis (AH) and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). After steatotic fat accumulation due to metabolic disorders such as insulin resistance (NAFLD) or due to alcohol (ALD) oxidative stress and dysregulation of cytokines initiate inflammation and hence the progression to NASH as well as AH.

Innovations and breakthroughs
-----------------------------

The authors found that rate-limiting enzymes of cholesterol metabolism such as HMGCR, SQLE and CYP7A1 are down-regulated in ALD and up-regulated in NAFLD compared to a healthy control. However, in ALD and NAFLD CYP7A1 - associated with conversion of cholesterol into bile acids - is regulated at a lower level than HMGCR and SQLE. That might explain the accumulation of cholesterol by the reduced efflux into bile acids.

Applications
------------

CYP7A1 is a potential drug target and the proposed gene signature distinguishing ALD from NAFLD consists of biomarkers which may be exploited for diagnostic tests. The compendium of KEGG pathway regulation in ALD and NAFLD and the finding of the adverse regulation of cholesterol metabolism in ALD and NAFLD are promising start points for future research.

Terminology
-----------

NAFLD is the disease related to fat accumulation (steatosis) in the liver in the absence of alcohol abuse (usually the threshold is set at 30 g/d of alcohol for men and 20 g/d for women). It ranges from the relatively benign steatosis to NASH, cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma.

Peer-review
-----------

This manuscript was informative. The authors found commonalities between both ALD and NAFLD at the level of biological pathways implying some mechanistic similarity between both diseases.
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